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Abstract

This paper describes the design, implementation and evaluation of a set of new services for a token-based hard real-time Ethernet protocol. The new services provide support to implement bandwidth reservations in the context of a contract-based scheduling framework.

1 Introduction

FRESCOR (Framework for Real-time Embedded Systems based on COntracts) [1] is an EU project with the objective of providing engineers with a scheduling framework that represents a high-level abstraction that lets them concentrate on the specification of the application requirements. Key in FRESCOR is the concept of an integrated view of the different resources involved in a transaction, like the processor, network, memory or disk resources, that eases the deployment of complex distributed applications with a variety of real-time requirements, including hard real-time behavior as well as soft requirements.

The framework is based on the notion of contracts, which are negotiated between the application and the system.

In order to integrate a new network protocol into the framework, an adaptation layer in charge of negotiations of contracts and creating virtual resources, to enforce the contracted bandwidth parameters, must be implemented. This adaptation layer requires some services from the underlying protocol:

- A way to control and analyze the traffic
- A way to reliably spread the results of a negotiation
- A way to negotiate in mutual exclusion

The goal of this paper is to describe our solution for these requirements using the hard Real-Time Ethernet Protocol called RT-EP [2].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide details about related works on the matter. Section 3 describes the solution for the control and accounting of network traffic through network scheduling servers and fixed priorities. Section 4 shows the implementation of a reliable multicast mechanism that solves the requirement to reliably spread the results of a negotiation. Section 5 presents a solution for the requirement to negotiate in mutual exclusion, by adding distributed mutexes to the protocol. Finally, section 6 shows performance metrics and section 7 gives our conclusions and future work.

2 Related work

2.1 RT-EP

RT-EP is a software Ethernet protocol for hard real-time applications where a fixed pri-
ority can be assigned to each packet. RT-EP organizes stations in a logical ring and operates in two phases [2]. In the arbitration phase, a RT-EP token packet is circulated in the ring to find out the station with the highest priority message. In the transmission phase, the winner is granted the right to transmit.

RT-EP provides the ability of recovering from some fault conditions [2]. The recovery method is based on simultaneous listening to the media, in a promiscuous mode (hubs) or using broadcast addresses (switches). Each station, after sending a packet, listens to the media for an acknowledge, which is implicit in the correct transmission of the next frame by the receiving station. If no acknowledge is received after a timeout, the station assumes that the packet is lost and retransmits it.

2.2 FTT-SE FNA

Another protocol that is being integrated into the FRESCOR framework is FTT-SE [3]. As FTT-SE is a master-slave protocol, the control and analysis of the traffic is done by the master using a table, and mutual exclusion is provided through ordinary mutexes.

Compared to that work, here we address the challenge of implementing the same bandwidth reservation capabilities using a fully distributed approach.

2.3 DFSF

In a previous project [4], we made a proof-of-concepts implementation of a distributed bandwidth reservation mechanism by embedding the negotiation process inside RT-EP [5]. In that work, negotiations were not required to have hard deadlines because they were supposed to happen only sporadically.

Compared to that work, in this paper we implement a hard real-time solution. In addition, our solution is easier to maintain and extend because it is based on a layered architecture approach. Other enhancements over this previous work are the addition of real-time reliable multicast capabilities, real-time distributed mutexes, which are available from the application and the possibility of combining scheduling servers, presented previously in [4], with regular fixed-priority messages.

3 Server-based schedulers and fixed priorities for networks

3.1 Introduction

Server-based scheduling techniques have been used for a long time, typically associated with processor time scheduling, to limit the bandwidth assigned to a particular computation or set of computations while also guaranteeing some minimum level of service. Servers such as the periodic server [6], the sporadic server [7], or the constant bandwidth server are examples of such scheduling policies.

The concept of server is also applicable to networks. For example, the leaky bucket concept used in network traffic shaping [8] is similar to the sporadic server; EDF-based servers [9] have been successfully applied to the CAN bus.

When a server is used to schedule a network the concept of execution time must be mapped into transmission time. In most networks, information is sent in units called packets which are usually non pre-emptible and therefore constitute the minimum effective budget. Therefore, in a network the most natural unit for measuring budget is a number of packets. In RT-EP the server's budget will be consumed one packet at a time. The non pre-emptability property of a single packet must be taken into account as a bounded blocking effect on higher priority servers.

In [5], server-based schedulers for networks were implemented. Since RT-EP packets use fixed-priorities, a natural choice was to base the schedulers on the sporadic server policy [7]. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the implementation of servers in RT-EP. Each server is assigned an initial transmission capacity (in network packets), a replenishment period (a time interval) and a priority. Internally, servers keep track of the current available budget and the count of packets pending to be sent. All this information is kept in a table at the sending node.
3.2 Our enhancement

The extension that we have made to RT-EP, allows messages to be sent through a sporadic server or using plain fixed priorities in the same network. For the plain fixed priority messages, there is a priority queue (see Fig. 2), called the FP transmission queue, that stores the packets pending to be sent. Packets sent through a sporadic server are stored in a FIFO queue associated with each server, called the server transmission queue (see Fig. 2). This architecture allows engineers to design several priority bands for using fixed priorities and other bands for servers, and schedule them at the same time. It also eases the maintainability of the protocol by eliminating the need of branching the RT-EP implementation in two different versions.

When the RT-EP main communication task needs to find out which is the packet with the highest priority, it executes the possible pending replenishment operations and then it checks both priority queues, the servers priority queue and the FP transmission queue, to find out which is the pending packet with the highest priority. If the packet is from a server, it finds it in the corresponding server transmission queue. In Fig. 2 we see the queues involved and another one for mutexes that will be explained later.

In the receiving end, RT-EP stores the messages in priority reception queues, so that they can be retrieved in priority order, each associated with a channel number. Note that to control the usage of the network we only need control it in the sender endpoint.

4 Real-Time Reliable Multicast

4.1 Introduction

A reliable multicast service must ensure that packets are delivered to receivers from the multicast group in a bounded amount of time, free of errors and in the order they were sent by the source.

The most typical approach to reliable multicast is the sender-initiated approach, where the sender maintains the state of all the receivers from whom it has to receive acknowledgments (acks). But this technique has a scalability drawback, commonly known as the acknowledgement implosion problem. [10]

A receiver-initiated approach, where receivers request the sender the retransmission of packets that are missing, could be more scalable but requires infinite buffers to prevent deadlocks. [10]

In [10] two other solutions to the acknowledgement implosion problem that operate correctly with finite buffers are described. Tree-based protocols organize the receivers in a tree and send aks along the tree. And ring-based protocols where the basic premise is to have only one token site responsible for acknowledging packets back to the source. These solutions apply to generic protocols rather than to specific implementations so a direct implementation on RT-EP would be quite inefficient compared to the approach presented in this paper.
4.2 Our approach

An option available in RT-EP to avoid the acknowledgment implosion effect of the sender-initiated approach is to take advantage of the RT-EP arbitration phase to receive from all the receiving nodes a negative acknowledgment (NAck) to a multicast message.

In this work we have chosen another approach, that takes the premise of ring-based protocols [10], where only one token site is responsible for acknowledging packets. Our approach goes one step further by distributing the responsibility of retransmissions among all the nodes in the ring.

The key of our approach consists on sending multicast information in the spare bytes of the token packets which, due to the Ethernet minimum frame size have some spare transmission capacity (33 bytes, see Fig. 3). In addition, we can take advantage of the mentioned built-in fault handling mechanisms present in the protocol to ensure automatic retransmission of faulty packets. The main fields of a multicast packet (which would go in the spare bytes of the RT-EP Token) are:

- **MType**: Multicast Type selects the multicast operation: an ordinary multicast message, a mutex lock or a mutex unlock operation
- **MA**: Multicast Address: a static table, similar to the ring configuration table, states which nodes belong to a multicast group
- **Chan**: the destination channel
- **Prio**: the priority of the packet
- **Len**: the length of Info (in bytes)
- **Inf**: the information itself

Also, the source address is implicit in the Token Master field of the RT-EP header.

Compared to the first option the available capacity for information is smaller because we make use of the spare bytes in the token. But on the other hand, this approach provides better response times, because retransmissions are handled immediately, and it is simpler. Note that in the first option new functionality should be added to receivers so that they could discard multicast retransmissions that had already been received.

Summing up the multicast procedure, when a node wants to send a multicast packet it enqueues the message as a normal message with
the desired priority, but specifying as the destination address a multicast address. Then it competes in the arbitration phase of the protocol like a normal packet. When it is granted with the right to transmit, instead of sending a normal message, a new arbitration phase is initiated and the multicast message is sent through the token. Thanks to the reliability of the token transmission, which used implicit acknowledgements and a timeout-based fault handling mechanism, the protocol ensures that the multicast message is received by all the nodes and free of errors, up to the same reliability level as the normal packets have.

5 Real-Time Fault-Tolerant Distributed Mutexes

5.1 Introduction

Over the last decades there has been a lot of work in the field of distributed mutual exclusion. Some helpful works, [11] [12] [13], have tried to categorize and compare those algorithms. Probably, the most straightforward approach to achieve mutual exclusion is to use a centralized coordinator that serves requests to enter a critical section. The problem of this approach is that the coordinator represents a single point of failure and it can become a performance bottleneck [14]. The distributed approach is certainly where most of the research has been done. Distributed algorithms are usually divided in Token-based and Non-Token-based algorithms.

In a Token-Based algorithm, the right to enter a critical section is equivalent to the possession of a unique abstract object, called a Token. How this Token is obtained differentiates the algorithms. One of the simplest Token-based algorithm uses a logical ring where a Token is passed from process to process in a single direction [15] [13]. Another interesting Token-based algorithm was proposed in [16] where in order to get the token, a process sends a request with a sequence number to all other processes and then waits for the arrival of the token message.

In most of the Non-Token-based algorithms, also called Permission-based algorithms, the right to enter a critical section is formalized by receiving permission from a set of nodes in the system. In a previous work [17], Sanders made an abstraction information structure that generalizes this approach. Most of these algorithms (i.e.: [18]) use logical clock timestamps [19] to order the requests.

Other aspects that differentiate these algorithms are static vs dynamic, logical-structure-based vs broadcast-based. Some of these algorithms have been extended to be fault-tolerant and suitable for real-time systems.

Our requirements on the mutual exclusion algorithm that we are looking for are rather hard. It must provide bounded times on the lock and unlock operations, be fault-tolerant to node failures or lost packets, be symmetric in the sense that there is no node more important than the rest, simple and efficient.

On the other hand, we have an advantage that we may be able to exploit. In RT-EP, messages from different nodes cannot be transmitted asynchronously; there is a Token that allows a single node to transmit at each time.

In [5], a token-based algorithm similar to the mentioned for logical rings [15] was used to implement mutual exclusion. Some extra fields were introduced in the header of every packet of the protocol to declare the status of a single distributed mutex. In this approach, when a node wants to lock the mutex, it waits for the token and checks the mutex status field. If the mutex is free, it locks it. The problem of this approach is that even when there is no process wanting to lock the mutex, the information is always circulated in every packet. Another problem is that it doesn’t provide scalability because more mutexes would mean increasing the number of extra fields. Also, as RT-EP does not conform a perfect circular ring, the algorithm does not fulfill the non-starvation property.

5.2 Our approach

In this paper, we study, implement and compare two alternative algorithms:
The first one is a permission-based algorithm that presents similarities to the generalized mutual exclusion algorithm described in [17] but instead of using timestamps we exploit the implicit transmission token present in RT-EP to order mutex operations according to a priority. When a process wants to lock a mutex, it enqueues a REQUEST message with a priority in the RT-EP queues. Eventually, it will win the arbitration phase and the REQUEST will be sent in the spare bytes of the RT-EP token packet. The rest of the processes, receive the REQUEST in the Token. If one of them is holding the mutex, it will set a GRANT bit to FALSE. When the token packet comes back to the sender, it will look at the GRANT field. If it is True, it will become the new holder of the mutex. If not, it will wait for a RELEASE message that will be sent when the node holding the mutex executes an unlock. This approach solves the problem of scalability because a high number of mutexes can be used. It also helps in bounding the mutex locking time because locking operations can be prioritized. It is symmetric, simple and efficient. Also, lost packets and node faults are handled by RT-EP. In particular, when a node is missing, all nodes are informed about it [2] and therefore we can wake up requests that were enqueued for a RELEASE message. One on the other hand, there is an efficiency drawback in the algorithm. When there is a RELEASE message, all the enqueued REQUESTs are awoken to fight again through priorities for getting the Token. An alternative would be that the node holding the Mutex, keeps track of the received REQUESTs and, send them later with the RELEASE message that would only awake the highest priority petition. This solution is similar to the one proposed in [16] but it is not scalable because you need to send an array of data that depends linearly on the number of nodes.

The second algorithm overcomes all these problems and fulfills all the requirements. It is a token-based algorithm that exploits the RT-EP transmission token to be more efficient. In this algorithm, each node has local information of the distributed mutex: the id, whether it is locked or not, and the holder. When a process wants to lock a mutex it will add this command with a priority to the RT-EP queues. In the arbitration phase, when the node must check if it has a higher priority than the one received in the token, it checks all the queues that we can see in Fig. 2. The Mutex priorities are only taken into account if the Local mutex indicates that it is not locked by someone else. Eventually it will win the arbitration phase, lock the mutex and notify the rest of the processes (during the following arbitration phase), which will update their local variables accordingly. For unlocking the mutex, a similar operation will take place but with an Unlock message. As we can see, only TWO RT-EP messages are needed to lock and unlock a mutex. Furthermore, from the analysis point of view they behave just like normal messages so it simplifies the design a lot. Like in the previous alternative, we can make use of the built-in fault-handling mechanisms. When a node fails, all nodes will be notified and they will check if the failing node had any mutex locked, and will update their local variables accordingly.

In both algorithms, for the case in which two nodes compete for the mutex with the same priority, the order is not defined. This is typically addressed using logical clocks to timestamp [19] the requests. In our case, RT-EP sequence numbers could be used instead, but since for hard real-time analysis only the worst case scenario is relevant, this timestamping procedure has not been implemented in the protocol.

6 Performance and measurements

To measure the performance of these new services we have used a time measurement library that stores the worst, average and best measurements and sends them to a Linux node periodically. The measurement platform is a ring configured with two AMD Duron 800MHz stations connected through a 100 Mbps Ethernet switch. Since RT-EP does not provide a global time basis, in order to measure the amount of time to send a message we measure the time
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operations</th>
<th>Worst(ms)</th>
<th>Avg(ms)</th>
<th>Best(ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Send+Receive a FP message in previous RT-EP</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send+Receive a FP message in new RT-EP</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send+Receive a SERVER + Low Prio FP messages</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send+Receive a FP + Low Prio SERVER messages</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send+Receive a SERVER message</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock 1st Algorithm</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock 2nd Algorithm</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlock 1st Algorithm</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlock 2nd Algorithm</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send+Receive a MULTICAST message</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Token round using FP in previous RT-EP</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Token round using FP in new RT-EP</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

required to send a packet, execute a handler in the other node and receive an answer.

We see that the addition of servers to the protocol does not affect the efficiency of the previous implementation with fixed priorities (FP). Also, the arbitration phase remains with similar timings. When we mix servers and fixed priorities the timings are a bit higher (although part of that time is due to low priority blocking times). Servers timings have been measured without too many pending replenishment operations and that is the reason they are similar to FP timings. The good point is that, as the new architecture is modular we can remove the servers when we want to use a static fixed priority RT-EP.

Regarding the metrics of the two mutual exclusion algorithms proposed, we see in the table that the second algorithm is slightly better in performance. Both algorithms have good timing properties when compared to other algorithms found in the literature. This is achieved because in RT-EP we can assume that there cannot be asynchronous messages being transmitted at the same time. The difference between the algorithms is that in case of contention for locking the mutex, in the first algorithm more messages are sent through the network, with the associated overhead. On the other hand, the first algorithm has a good property when a node wants to join the network because it does not need to update any local variable.

The algorithm based on a token-ring used in [5] would have similar metrics on average but with the mentioned starvation issues.

7 Conclusion

The fixed-priority real-time ethernet protocol called RT-EP has been extended with the addition of three new services: server-based scheduling policy combined with fixed priorities, reliable multicasts and real-time distributed mutexes. The new services have been implemented and tested, and their performance metrics show that the transmission times are very efficient. These services will allow us to support bandwidth reservations in a distributed contract-based scheduling framework that is under development. This framework, called FRESCOR, defines a network adaptation layer in charge of negotiating contracts and managing virtual network resources that keep track of the network resources consumed, and provide the necessary quality of service guarantees for supporting both hard and soft real-time requirements. The new RT-EP protocol will be one of the implementations of this layer in FRESCOR.
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